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1. What is the inverse of the following conditional?
a. If Nellie does not take a holiday, then she does not get a raise.
b. If Nellie takes a holiday, then she gets a raise.
c. If Nellie gets a raise, then she takes a holiday.
d. If Nellie does not get a raise, then she does not take a holiday.
2. Look at the following conditionals:
a. If Nancy is shopping for peppers, then she is at a farmer's market.
b. If Nancy is not at a farmer's market, then she is not shopping for peppers.
3. Is the second conditional the contrapositive, converse or inverse of the first conditional?
a. contrapositive
b. converse
c. inverse
4. Tanya is older than Eric. Cliff is older than Tanya.
Eric is older than Cliff.
If the first two statements are true, the third statement is
A. True
B. False
C. Uncertain
5. The temperature on Monday was lower than on Tuesday. The temperature on Wednesday was
lower than on Tuesday.
The temperature on Monday was higher than on Wednesday If the first two statements are true,
the third statement is
A. True
B. False
C. Uncertain
COMPUTERS & INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
i WWW is also k o as……………………….
ii I ter et sta dards appro al a d resour e allo atio is do e ………………
ii Google Cro e ,Mozilla Firefo , I ter etE plorer, Nets ape Na igator are e a ples of………………
iii) Exploring web is generally known as………………………
i This as the first et ork……………………………
A i tra et is a et ork that e ist e lusi el ithi ………………
vi)In URL, http://www.yahoo.com/main.htm, which component identifies the protocol or type of
the ser er………………..
vii) In URL, http://www.gmail.com/ , hi h o po e t ide tifies e site………………..
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viii) In URL, http://www.sciencenatural.com/pr/main.htm ,which component identifies the path
of e page…………………
i The first page that ou or all ie at the e site is its:…………………………..
ARPANET proje t as spo sored ……………………………………….
i Na e a fi e ost o
o do ai s…………………….., ……………………. , …………………………. ,
…………………………, ………………………
ii Na e ou tr hi h has follo i g a re iatio i .au………………………., .dk ………………………,
.jp………………………
xiii)The company that allows you to connect to the internet for small monthly fee is
alled……………………
xiv)Which protocol is used for electronic mail(email) transmission across Internet Protocol(IP)
et ork………………………..
xv) Name the organization that provides access to the Internet through various connectivity
e ha is dial up ode , a le ser i es,et ………………………….
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